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Big Brother will be watching
you as the now-old cliche goes,
this time on the Trinity campus in
the form of highly-modernized se-
curity surveillance cameras.
A few weeks, ago, Trinity in-
stalled two of these cameras on
campus at a total cost of
$37,811.50. One is located on the
north side of the Chapel, over-
looking the Admissions "Office
parking lot. The other is on the
press box at Jesee Field. They are
hoped to discourage assault and
decrease the amount of assaults
and vehicle break-ins on campus..
These cameras project very clearly
on TV screens presently located in
Wayne Gorlick-Asmus' office in
Mather Campus Center. The cam-
era on the Chapel has a range of
180 degrees and surveys an area
which includes the Admissions
Office parking lot up to the corner
of Summit and Vernon Streets.
The camera on the press box cov-
ers the entire quad area, and also
the playing fields. This camera has
a 360 degree range.
These devices are so powerful
that even iu Lhc daik, they can
zoom in on people walking in
those areas and easily identify
them. The camera located on the
Chapel is especially close to the
Admissions Office Arch, a major
thoroughfare. The machine also
has the ability for a person at the
unit control to talk into a micro-
phone and have their words trans-
mitted through an outside
loudspeaker, located near the
camera, to that area. Its volume
is adjustable. That's not all!
The devices also have audio fa-
cilities. When at optional audio
level, it is possible to recognize
conversation within 60-70 feet of
the microphone, which is located
within the camera. The audio fa-
cility is not sensitive enough that
the conversation can be heard,
only that there is conversation. If
there is abnormally loud talking
within the area, the microphone
will be able to distinguish the
words that are said.
The capabilities of these new
machines bring up many ques-
tions regarding the protection of
the students' privacy. During the
past week, many more students
who became aware of the exist-
ence of the cameras and of their
capabilities, began questioning the
rights of the school to implement
the cameras. The main concerns
have been in regard to the audio
abilities of the system. Many stu-
dents feel uncomfortable knowing
that they can now be observed and
heard in' the areas of campus,
within the cameras' range. A big
concern is the fact that students
are monitoring the screens and will
be in the future. Michael
continued on page 5
pholo by R. Stempler
The recent warm winter weather melted the snow and brought in fog to shroud the Chapel.
Organizations Must Adhere
To New, Helpful Regulations
by Andrew Yurkovsky
Senior StuJJ Wrilei
• ' • . - « * , • • ; ' , . " • • ,
As of now only eight out of
seventy student organizations have
submitted the information neces-
sary to be officially recognized by
the College, according to Wayne
Gorlick-Asmus, the Advisor for
Student Affairs. "It 's hard the
firsf time," btated Asmus.
"Bverytody had to get a Jot of
information together."
In order to be recognized by the
College, student organizations are
now required to conform to a set
of detailed regulations and pro-
Tolliver Named As New Assistant Dean
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer
It is unfortunate that most of
the meetings in the Dean of Stu-'
dents' office are not pleasant, es-
pecially when there are three
administrators with such a great
concern for the students they as-
sist. The newest addition to the
office of the Dean of Students is
a fascinating man who has more
to offer than just words of warn-
ing.
The new Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents is James Tolliver. A former
administrator at Barnard/Colum-
bia in Harlem, Tolliver has been
involved in college life for the past
10 years. In Tolliver, Trinity re-
ceives an experienced activities co-
ordinator and counselor. His
programming at Barnard/Colum-
bia included a faculty-student cul-
tural program in which the college
would give faculty members tick-
ets to social/cultural events (i.e.
art exhibits or concerts) at school
or in the area. The Faculty could
then invite students to these events
Assistant Dean James Tolliver plans to institute a student cultural pro-
gram as part of his job as activities counselor.
and provide valuable commen-
tary. One of his goals is to organ-
ize a similar program on campus.
Hartford is full of cultural events
and he would like to take advan-
tage of the proximity of the city.
Such a program would also in-
crease faculty-student interaction-
- something which President Eng-
lish would like to see grow
stronger.
Tolliver's duties as Assistant
Dean are numerous. With his help
Dean Winer and Paula Chu-Rich-
ardson will be relieved from an
overload of work. Handling the
increase in the number of students
on academic probation is one ex-
ample. The new acade.mic guide-
lines created an overload of
students on probation, three times
last year's number, estimated Tol-
liver. He says the dean's office is
not out to police and punish but
to monitor • progress so there is
sufficient movement toward grad-
uation.
Tolliver's other duties include
advising minority students on
matters of extra-cirricular activi-
ties as well as academia. He also
shares supervision duties on the
weekends with Dave Winer and
Paula Chu-Richardson, stopping
by the parties, dances and other
events on campus. As for Tolliv-
er's tasks he says, "It 's more than
a nine to five job ." His work on
weekends emphasizes his self-pro-
claimed.admission, "I never went
home from college."
When asked what he wanted
changed at Trinity, Tolliver
quoted an old phrase advising the
freshman senator. "Keep your
mouth shut, and your ears open."
In time, Trinity will be hearing
many ideas coming from this new
observer. As for.the fraternity
question Tolliver is not indiffer-
ent. Being a black fraternity mem-.
ber in a predominantly white frat
in college he saw elements of rac-
ism and sexism that eventually led
him to withdraw from the frat.
Thus, he claims he can honestly
see both sides of the issue with
their pros and cons.
Concerning the RC/A program
Tolliver is amazed at the tasks that
RA's are asked to perform. He
has studied several colleges and
sees Trinity's program as more
demanding than most. Normally,
there are professional dormitory
directors who do the program-
ming. He calls Trinity RA's "par-
aprofessionals that have a lot
more responsibility than I've seen
on other campuses." At his pre-
vious school, RC/A programs
such as the FAS discussions would
run once a month. Here, he is sur-
continued on page 3
cedures, which were drawn up at
the end of last year by Asmus,
Dean of Students David Winer,
and Vice President Thomas Smith.
According to these regulations,
organizations are required to pro-
vide the following information to
the Advisor for Student Affairs:
a statement of purpose, an outline
of governing structure, names of
officers, and a calendar of activi-
ties for the year.:
The statement of regulations
and procedures includes a special
section on the rushing and pledg-
ing activities of fraternities and
sororities. It also allows the pres-
ident of the College to make ex-
ceptions to the College policy
• against restriction of member-
ship. .: ••,
Asmus noted that "a few fra-
ternities had problems in the be-
ginning with what we wanted,"
but he emphasized that this was
so mainly because the fraternities
are unaccustomed to providing the
information required. "The ben-
efits for all seventy organizations
is what I'd like to focus upon."
The regulations will be helpful
in the long-run, according to As-
mus, because they willmake pos-
sible the accumulation of
historicaldata with which "orga-
nizations will be able to see what
has been successful and why
they've been successful."
Asmus plans to be available
next week in the Student Activities
Office in order to help student
. groups in applying for College
recognition. The deadline for
making applications is Wednes-
day, February 15.
Director Named
Lois DiCara is proud to an-
nounce the appointment of Judith
Zurles as the new director of the
Trinity College Women's Center.
Ms. Zurles begins her new duties
on Monday, February 8, 1984;
Next week the Tripod will feature
an in-depth story on the new di-
rector and new possible directions
for the Women's Center.
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TUESDAY
The Trinity College Republican
Club is sponsoring a Cave Discus-
sion on "The Drinking Age and
• Its Alternatives" at 4 p.m. Special
guest to the discussion will be
Charlotte Kitouski from Trans-
portation Alternatives, Inc. Also
present will be Vice President
Smith. All members of the Trinity
community are welcome.
Film "Acid Rain; Requiem or
Recovery?'! 8 p.m..in Boyer Au-
ditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Produced, by the National Film
Board of Canada. This is the film
which the Reagan Administration
banned for import. For more in-
formation, call ConnPIRG at 247-
2735. . .
Lecture: "The Quest for Com-
munity: Three Models of Persons
in Relation" by Professor Frank
G, Kirkpatrick. 4 p.m. in the Fac-
ulty Club. l
Musical Comedy Carol Ann
O'Connor.soprano, Peter Harvey,
tenor,and Gerald Moshell, piano
will perform duets and solos from
opera and musical comedy at 8:15
in the Austin Arts Center.
Gallery Talk With artist Julie
Shapiro at 4 p.m. in the Widener
Gallery in Austin Arts Center. A
reception will follow from 5-6
p.m. The public is invited to at-
tend.
THURSDAY
The Trinity College Poetry
Center is sponsoring another cof-
fee hour (or so) in the English
Lounge. The Center will be hold-
ing these coffee hours complete
with refreshments, music, and of
course poetry talk on a weekly ba-
sis.
SATURDAY
"Shakespeare Lady: The Life
and Times of Fanny Kimble" will
be presented by two actors from
the Royal Shakespeare Company
in the Austin Arts Center at 8 p.m.
Call 527-8062'for ticket informa-
tion.
MONDAY
Lecture by Professor Thomas
Boyd of the University of Texas
on "Excavation of Ancient Hal-
iesis, Greece" in McCook Audi-
torium at 8 p.m.
Lecture Professor June Jordan
of the State University of New
York will speak on "Black Studies
and Women's Studies" in the
Mather Campus Center at 8 p.m.
Announcements
Foreign Studies
All students interested in spending
next year in Trinity's program in
Cordoba Spain are cordially in-
vited to attend an informational
meeting on Wednesday, February
8 at 3:30 p.m. in the language
lounge, Seabury 42E. Students
who spent last semester in the pro-




Those students interested in
studying abroad for Fall Term
1984 or for the 19841^5 year
should attend a general informa-
tion meeting. All meetings cover
the same information; therefore if
a student has attended one in the
past, he or she need not attend
another. Each meeting will be held
in Alumni Lounge of Mather
Campus Center.
Wednesday, February 15 - 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, February 23-10 a.m.
Wednesday, February 29 - 10: 30
a.m.
Tuesday, March 6-3:15 p..m.
University of East Anglia. One or
two Trinity students will be given
automatic acceptance for all or
part of the 1984-85 academic year
at East Anglia when nominated by
Trinity. Information on the ex-
change with the University is
available in a maroon binder in
the Office of Foreign Study. Ap-
plications should be submitted by
the last day of February.
Career Counseling
Recruiter Information Meetings
2/7 European American Bank,
NYC 4 p.m. Faculty Club;
2/9 Manufacturers Hanover,
NYC 7 p.m. Faculty Club;
2/12 G. Fox, Hartford, 6 p.m.
Alumni Lounge;
2/13 IBM, Hartford, 7 p.m. Al-
umni Lounge.
Seniors Please note the following
change in the Arthur Anderson
recruiting schedule; 2/13 Taxand
Audit positions; 2/15 Informa-
tion' Systems Consulting.
G. Fox has been added to the
schedule, Add 30 points.
Silences Contribute writings and
artwork. A Trinity literary maga-
zine is looking for creative stories,
political opinions, poetry, and
artwork. Deadline of February 20
for all works to be published.
Contact Box 980.
Packets for the position of Co-
ordinator/Assistant for 1984-85
are available in the Office of Res-
idential Services. The deadline f oi-
filing is February 17th.
The Theatre Dance and English
Departments announce Auditions
for the production of the medieval
masque WISDOM to be per-
formed in April and May. There
are speaking parts available, as
well as dancing and singing parts.
Auditions will be held on Sunday
and Monday, February 12and 13.
Sign up in the Green Room, Aus-
tin Arts Center.
Financial Aid
Applications for financial aid next
year are available in the Financial
Aid Office. Students currently re-
ceiving aid should have received
renewal materials in their campus
boxes. All other students should
stop by for applications. Deadline
to file is March 1. Deadline for
Trinity application: April 16.
Jobs
Small Business Administration is
looking for student to do general
office work at their Hartford
Square West Office. Great typing
skills not necessary; good expo-
sure for student interested in busi-
ness. Short walk from Trinity.
$3,50/hour. Contact Kathy Mills
in Financial Aid.
Hartford Neighborhood Cen-
ters needs a student to lead boys
group in an after school program.
Need nor be work-study. Call Ka-
thy Mills in Financial Aid, ext.
467.
Si vous voulez parler francais
venez diner a la table francaise
tous les jeudis a 18h a Mather Hall
a gauch pres de l'entree nord.
Bienvenus a al soiree francaise
au 90-92 Vernon St., Residence
francaise (2e etage Doonesbury,
Apt. B4) Tous les jeudis soir a
20h30.
"The Secret Policemen's Other
Ball, a 1982 film featuring the
Monty Python troupe and bene-
fitting Amnesty International, will
be shown Wednesday through
Thursday at 7:30 in Cinestudio.
Members of the Trinity College
and Hartford chapters of Am-
nesty International will provide
information about the organiza-
tion and its work in the down-
..Staits l
The John Glenn campaign is
sponsoring an all expense paid
campaign trip to New Hampshire
Feb. 11 and 12. Anyone interested
should contact Steve Norton at
249-5981 or Ron LaVoie at 247-
0888.
What is AIESEQ? If you are tired
of asking that cfuestion or hearing
it being asked, why not come to
our new members and curious
people's meeting on Wednesday,
Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni




The Flight of the Eagle 7:30
Directed, photographed and edited by Jan Troell. Based on a novel
about the actual events, this film dramatizes the attempt in 1897 by three
Swedes to fly over the North Pole in a hydrogen-filled balloon. There is
beautiful panoramic photography, but also much intimate detail on the
lives of the men and the Victorian period society. A major film by Troell
with fine actors. It was the Swedish nominee for the Best Foreign Lan-
guage Film of the Year. 141 min.
Wednesday - Saturday
The Secret Policemen's Other Ball (R) 7:30
Cast: John Cleese, Michael Palin, Graham Chapman, Terry Jones, Peter
Cook, Pete Townshend, Eric Clapton. The Monty Python troupe plus
some friends and musicians all performing live for Amnesty Interna-
tional. Guaranteed to make you laugh. 91 min.
Never Say Never Again (PG) 9:15
Cast: Sean Connery.Klaus Maria Brandauer, Max Von Sydow. Sean
Connery, the original James Bond 007 returns to active duty when the
spectre'organization plots to steal two nuclear cruise missiles and hold
them for ransom. 130 min.
Sunday-Tuesday
Mon Oncle 7:30
A film by Jacques Tati. M. Tulot returns to show a little boy who lives
in an antiseptic house with his germ- fearing mother how to have fun in ,
the city. Delightful comedy. 120 min.
Don't Shoot the Piano Player9:45
Director: Francis Truffat. A fast-paced tribute to the American gangster
film centers around a former concert pianist, now playing piano in a
cafe, who becomes involved with the criminals. Unpredictable and still
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Foreign Studies Students
Talk Of Experiences
Sitting in a circle of intimacy
that one does not normally find
on a Wednesday evening at Trin-
ity, students who had studied
abroad either last year or last fall
gathered to share their common
bond with recent returnees. Ex-
pressing the deep feelings involved
in the readaptation process, these
students recounted their initial
fears and frustrations concerning
being back after a semester or year
abroad and their new hopes and
plans for integrating their foreign
study experiences into the resrt of
their lives.
The initial session of the Study
Abroad Re-Orientation Seminar
was assessed as highly successful
by Robbins Winslow, Coordina-
tor of Foreign Study Advising.
This effort, organized by Ad-
rienne Lotoski and Dale Sindell,
Student Assistant and Student In-
tern, respectively, and supported
by the College Counseling Center,
hopes to provide an outlet for the
"not unsubstantial" numbers of
students who, according to Dr.
Randolph Lee, experience varying
degrees of "re-entry shock" upon
returning to their home environ-
ment.
"Hey! I can relate to that!"
each student seemed to say, as all
eyes were intently fixed on the
speakers. The general mesasge ex-
pressed to the recent returnees was
tthat feelings of "being lost",
unexcited by social life, and ques-
tioning of former relationships are
normal after an extended absence
and tend to disappear or change
with time. Each speaker conveyed
a positive attitude about his study
abroad experience, as a time" of
new insights, greater perspectives,
and personal development. The
consensus shared was that by talk-
ing about these readjustment anx-
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ieties and seeing them as part of
this continuous maturing process,
students could alleviate their un-
comfortable feelings.
Five steps were suggested to
help facilitate the readjustment
process.
1) Be aware of the psychological
dynamics of the re-entry process.
Often realization of a potentially
stressful situatioin forces one to
analyze and prepare for it.
2)Talk to other returnees who can
provide support.
3) Reflect upon the changes and
learning that have taken place as
a result of the cross-cultural ex-
perience, and consider changes in
the home environment that have
occurred during the time abroad.
4) Identify expectations about re-
turning home and establish goals
for this semester,
5)Help bring the experience
abroad to a positive conclusion.
One of the most important steps
is putting the experience in its
proper perspective and dealing
with the reality of being back at
Trinity.
The Office of Foreign Study
plans to continue it ssupport and
understanding of students who
have studied abroad in upcoming
sessions. Students who wish to
participate in the Study Abroad
Re-Orientation Seminar should
contact Dale Sindell or Adrienne
,' Lotoski in the Office of Foreign





C. Schelling, Lucius Littauer pro-
fessor of political economy at the
John F. Kennedy School of gov-
ernment and professor of eco-
nomics at Harvard, will speak
about "Thinking About Thinking
Nuclear War" at Trinity College
on Thursday, February 23 at 8
p.m. in the Boyer Auditorium of
the Life Sciences Center. Admis-
sion is free and the public is in-
vited to attend.
Schelling, a well-known public
policy expert, has been a consult- '•
ant to the departments of State
and Defense and to the Arms
Control and Disarmament
Agency, and the Central Intelli-
gence Agency. He is a frequent
lecturer at the Foreign Service In-
stitute and the several war col-
leges,
Schelling is the author of eight
books, incuding The Strategy of
Conflict (1960), Strategy and
Arms Control (1961), Arms and
Influence (1966), Thinking
Through the Energy Problem
(1979) and the forthcoming Es-
says in Economic Analysis.
He has been the recipient of the
Frank E. Seidma,n Distinguished
Award in Political Economy
(1977) and was a visiting professor
at Hebrew University in 1976.
A graduate of the University of
California, Berkeley, Schelling
holds a doctorate in economics
from Harvard University. He
served in the White House and
executive office of the President
from 1951-1953.
The lecture is sponsored by
Trinity's urban and environmen-
tal studies program, the educa-
tional studies program, and the





continued from page 1
prised to see them weekly.
Besides administration, James
Tolliver has other interests. His is




ligist Janet Bauer, visiting scholar
in intercultural studies at Trinity
College, will speak on "From the
Developmet Perspective: Planned
and Unplanned Change in the
Southern Philippines" at Trinity
College on Tuesday, February 28
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge
of Mather Campus Center. Ad-
mission to the event is free.
Bauer,' who 'fioFds a doctorate
from Stanford, did field work in
the Philippines in 1972-1973 and
has done research on the local re-
sponse to the effects of economic
development and intrusion in that
nation. Her principal subjects of
anthropological study are women
in Iran, and she is the author of
Women, the Family and Devel-
opment in Iran.
administration among other activ-
ites. One of his fantasies is to cre-
ate a counseling center-jazz club-
history classroom that expresses
his likes all in one.
When asked for advice Tolliver
is very open. "School should be
challenging in many respects:
challenging parties, challenging
courses and challenging friend-
ships." Demanding tasks excite
him. He is willing to hear any-
one's viewpoint, on how they are
being challenged--or not chal-
lenged-- at Trinity; that is his job.




by Michele D. Sensale
Staff Writer ,
"Anyone who is not a radical
at sixteen has no heart. Anyone
who is still a radical at sixty- has
no head." So began the lecture by
Elizabeth Kamarck Minnich, co-
author of "The Implications of
Women's Studies in the Humani-
ties" from the Graduate School of:
the Union for Experimenting Col-
' leges and University who spoke at
Trinity last Wednesday night, In
her speech entitled "Equity and
Excellence in the Curriculum: A
Feminist Invitation to Change",
Ms. Minnich, presented a philo-
sophically based explanation and
justification for the role and im-
portance of Women's Studies to
the liberal #rts curriculum.,
Ms. Minnich claimed that the
passion of the sixteen year old
radical has become principle em-
bued( with thought and meaning.
Such' is the women's movement,
in this instance, the push for
women's studies. Many degener-
ating things have been said about
the study concerning its relevance
as a discipline. But, as Ms, Min-
nich asserted, to claim that the
study of women is invalid is to
imply that women are invalid, that
half the population is "either triv-
ial or exotic" and hence not worth
studying.
One concern is the^ patriarchal
mode of thinking which has gov-
erned history. Ms. Minnich stated,
"Patriarchal thinking is infected
with dualism. Dualism is infected
with hierarchy. However, the root
of this problem, connected to the
patriarchal dilemma is 'a concen-
tration on a singular and a free-
dom that is partial."1 This
concentration is based on a histor-
ical exclusion of women inherent
in our language, Minnich cited as
an example the terms "man" and
"mankind" as synonymous with
"human." Ms. Minnich argued
that "man/mankind" is not a ge-
neric term for men and women,
but rather an exclusive term which
'consciously omits women. If
"man" is the normative term for
"human" then women exist as
"failed humans" outside the
standards of "manhood."
In this male-oriented system,
equity as an approach cannot
work, Ms. Minnich further ar-
gued. To solidify the exclusion,
women cannot be added to the
system becuse they are not "the
same" as men. Ms. Minnich con-
tinued to say that to be equal does
not mean that women must be
men or be the same as men. The
search for equality is not a search
for sameness, they are not equiv-
alent terms, as Ms. Minnich as-
continued on page 4
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Producer To Speak On Blaek History





en's Studies Lecture Series a!
Trinity College will continue
Tuesday, February 21, with a lec-
ture by Dr. Margo Culley on
"Making Women's Studies Mul-
ticultural" at 4 p.m. in the Cathe-
dra! Lounge of Mather Campus
GerAtei j Admission t,Q. thes-eyeirtis:, -^
free, and the public is invited to
attend.
Dr.; Culley is associate profes-
sor of English at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, and
the author of numerous articles
on topics in women's literature.
She edited the Norton Critical
Edition of The Awakening bv
Kate Chopin, and has several
works forthcoming, including
Diaries of American Women: An
Anthology, and Women's Per-
sonal Narratives.




1981-83. She has been a Mellon
Fellow at the Wellesley Center for
Research on Women.
She is a graduate of Manhat-
tan ville College, and earned her




by Diane Papay and Mary Beth
Long
On the evening of February 1,
Trinity students flocked en masse
to the Excalibur Watering Hole in
East Hartford. The reason? None
other than the First Annual Sexy
Legs Showdown between selected
male students of Trinity and the
University of Hartford, benifit-
ting the March of Dimes. Repre-
senting Trinity were Alpha Delta
Phi pledges Scott Geisler, Paul
Marden, Brian Brennan, Bob St.
George, and brotherfs Steve Swett
and Paul Powers. These eager and
virile Trinity representatives were
pitted against six members of
UHart's Theta Chi fraternity.
Pre-match ritual for the Bants
included extensive team com-
sumption, and a thorough leg rub-
down with baby oil. It was during
this time, according to co-captains
Swett and Powers, veteran partic-
ipants in exploitative contests such
as these, that the team underwent
"intensive, mental preparation"
for the all-important challenge
that lay ahead of them. Entering
the contest with virtually no phys-
ical training or strategy, the team
relied on (he mental energy that
they had generated at this time.
As the hour arrived, the antici-
pation of the hungry, anxious, and
predominantly female crowd, (in-
cluding a large St. Joseph's con-
continued on page 6
HARTFORD, Ct.-Gil Noble,
television host and producer of the
Emmy-award winning black pub-
lic affairs Like It Is, seen on
WABC in New York, will speak
on black history and discuss ex-
cerpts from his award-winning
documentaries on famous black
Americans at 7:30 p.m. on Tues-
day, February 7, in McCook au-
ditorium at Trinity College. This
event is sponsored by the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks as part of the
organization's Black History
Month lecture series and is free to
the public. The lecture will be fol-
lowed by a reception at the Umoja
House Cultural Center, 110-112
Vernon Street on the Trinity cam-
pus.
In addition to receiving two
Emmy awards for Like It Is pro-
grams, Noble was awarded the
coveted Special Governor's Cita-
tion of Merit for "his series of
visual biographies of Black lead-
' ers" by the New York Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.
But, perhaps Noble's most signif-
icant award came from the tribute
to Malcolm X, when he won the
1975 El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz
for Service and Dedication for his
efforts to "change the concrete
conditions of Black people in
America."
For additional information,
please call 527-3151, ext. 217.
Is Big Brother Watching You?
continued from page 1
Schweighoffer, Director of Secu-
rity, is responsible for selection of
students for this purpose. He
presently has seven students who
monitor the screens at night.
A question of student honor
arises. Will the student monitors
abuse the new responsibility they
have been given? Will they keep
private the confidential situations
they hear or see while on duty?
Wayne Asmus is not worried
about the integrity of the stu-
dents. As he says, "All my stu-
dent workers treat their jobs with
confidentiality. Any student who
broke the honor code would im-
mediately be discharged."
Scheighoffer feels very strong
about the purpose of the surveil-
lance system. "It is not designed
to be a threat to the students. All
I am interested in is stopping the
numerous assaults and numerous
car vandalisms that occur on cam-
pus."
Since the audio level is adjust-
able, Schweighoffer was asked at
^h^iji.S!«!M(sk«a»*i08would be. set.
"The sound will be set at a level
which both Kevin O'Connor,
President of the SGA, and I agree
upon. A level at which screams
and shouts can be picked u p , "
O'Connor does feel somewhat un-
comfortable about the audio ca-
pability, but does recognize its
importance. "If a student walking
alone at night is attacked, their
screams will be heard by the stu-
dent monitor on duty, who will
immediately shout into the micro-
phone and hopefully scare the
perpetrator away."
To insure that the audio level is
not tampered with after a level has
been decided upon, a tape seal will
be put over the adjuster. If the
HUiO? MTV ? V/Hrf
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student on duty senses something ' have to account for it.
suspicious and needs to hear more,
he or she will be able to break
open the seal and adjust the level,
although that person will later
Asmus managed to answer stu-
dents' questions about the audio









The Master in Science Program in Nursing
Designed for non-nurse college graduates, this program leads
to preparation as Clinical Nurse Specialists. Graduates are eligi-
ble for RN licensure and specialized practice in one of six clinical
areas.
The Master of Science Program in Speech-Language P athology.
A two-year program of academic and clinical education leading
also to clinical certification in Speech-Language Pathology is
open to graduates of bachelors programs in communication
disorders, psychology, linguistics, and selected other fields.
Social Work in Health Care Program
• Post-Baccalaureate Certificate program prepares college
graduates for practice in a variety of health settings.
• Post-Masters Certificate program provides an opportunity for
social workers to develop the clinical-skills and knowledge
needed for advanced practice in health care.
For more information, fill out and return this blank to:
MGH Institute of Health Professions, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, MA 02114. PLEASE PRINT.
Please send me information on the programs indicated below.
I ] Master of Science Program in Nursing for non-nurse college
graduates • •
i . Master of Science Program in Speech-Language Pathology
I ! Post^Baccalaureate Certificate Program in Social Work in
Health Care
, 1 • Post Masters Certificate Program in Social Work in Health Care
Name : ;
Address
City . State . Zip
College attended
I
The MGH Institute of Health Professionals admits students of
j any race, color and national or ethnic origin.
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Cameras Installed
To Insure Security
continued from page 4
level. At the optimal level, tlie
conversations of students walking
through the arch at the Admis-
sions Office could not be heard,
yet their footsteps were very au-
dible. When a student within the
range screamed, the sound was
very clearly heard in Asmus' of-
fice.
Each student, in deciding the
pros and cons of the system, must
realize that they are now much
safer when walking across campus
alone at night. Also, the amount
of automobile break-ins can only
decrease. As Asmus pointed out,
"If you're yelling, it obviously
does not mean much to you as to
who hears you anyway."
Schweighoffer hopes to have
two more monitors installed next
year, probably on Jarvis and Sea-
bury. These monitors will survey
the parking lots on campus and
along Summit Street. At present,
the student monitors have a direct
line with security. In the near fu-
ture, security will be relocating to
Mather where a centralized com-
munications center will be set up.
That will be the permanent resting
place for the screens and other
equipment. The possibility exists
for recording facilities to be
added, although there are none
now.
We must realize that the sur-
veillance system is designed for the
protection of the students. Big
Brother is not only watching you
now, but he taking care of
you,too!
Men's basketball, in living up to their winning reputation, recently de-
feated the WPI Engineers.
Combined Health Appeal
For Business and Industry. Inc.
And God said, Let words and phrases come forth to express the
intentions of man, and to bestow education unto His offspring.
" A n d God brought forth a wondrous and enlightening vocabulary
and so named all that He had created, all manner of winged fowl,
creeping thing, herb bearing seed, etcetera,
' And upon all the world there arose a great plague of consternation
upon man, whose wisdom and aptitude lay not in the image of God.
Therefore God arose from His rest to re-evaluate His creation, and
in His infinite wisdom foresaw the necessity for Writing Centers to
supplement man in the quest to better explicate His universe.
And the Lord God breathed the breath of life into the Writing
Center staff and sent them to 115 Vernon St.^with His blessing,
saying, 'Behold. A doctrine of precision and clarity has been
bestowed upon you; forsake it not, but seek to instruct those who
seek your guidance.1': ' ' .
6 And there was Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and there was Tuesday and Thursday from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
And it was "good.
• The Trinity College Writing Center
Saves.
Women's basketball maintaining a 4-7 record, remains hopeful for the future.
Minnich Explains The Role
Of Studies In Lecture
continued from page 3
serted. However, this is a
misunderstanding of purpose
which has become a part ofthe
male-oriented system, and the
manner of assimilation of women
into that system. As an example
Ms. Minnich cited the dictates of
women's fashion in the business
woild. A woman can dres>b neiihei
Wi a1 man hear Ifttb a *omah'ijet-
cause neither is appropriate. The
woman is forced to wear a version
of men's clothing, the ladies' two
piece suit.
Ms. Minnich then moved to the
neglect of women in the intellec-
tual fields. The contributions of
women have been ignored in aca-
demic fields and, when cited, are
very generalized. She provided her
own field, philosophy, as an ex-
ample. Philosophical analysis, she
stated, has not focussed on what
women did. As a philosopher and
a woman, she "must struggle for
the whole without having a part
in it."
Moving to societal issues she
bi ought up the concept ot system
'ta'dtStMtftoWtyafld: She Started
with gender which she labelled a
"purely human construct." Gen-
der differences are defined by and
made among humans. These con-
structs, as any other human activ-
ity, should be open to critique and
change. However, she stated,
"working fn a puzzle according to






Women go around in circles seek-
ing "wholeness in a partial trdi-
tion," because they are not a part
of the system and its constituents,
truth and meaning.
Truth has no meaning for .
women "who are outside the sys-
tem, the. patriarchical social sys-
tem from which they have been
excluded. Women, she said, are
not a part of the "jargon" which
Is the language of our society.
They th'en must fight submission
to truths which for them have no
relevance. To look at history is to
see that it "acts as.if there is one
truth." This is not the case. When
there is the possibility of other
jargons to communicate in those
systems there are accordingly
other truths. .
Because women cannot be
meaningfully judged on inappro-
priate standards, "we must con-
vert the system before we become
part of it," Ms. Minnich warned.
To rectify the one-sidedness is to
change the, rule sand thereby to
redefine the system, ultilmately
"breaking the circle" inherent in
a history and society which have
been and are partial. She asserted
that •"meaning must be put back
into truth" in a relevant, inclusive
• system. In this context, then, the.
essence of feminism is "a search
for meaning beyond truth." It is
"clarity of thought" which is the
"ever elusive goal."
Ms. Minnich concluded by say-
ing that women "cannot find
equality [as opposed to sameness]
until there are right princi-
ples...We need an unrestricted
view of humanity." Such an un-
. restricted view Of humanity de-
mands new, inclusive systems of
society and education. It is in the
constructs of these new systems
where women's studies has its
. purpose and function.
WORD PROCESSING
Resumes, multiple letters, papers, reports,
graphs, etc. Pick up and delivery available. Call
Innovative Support Services 721-1828
Help a friend getthrough
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find. :
And even tougher to lose^
AMERICAN
SOCIETY® .
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Students Abroad: Continued BLOOMCOUNTY
Terry, Carol '85
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Trin Stomps
GHart
continued from page 4
tingent) reached a crescendo. The
oiled down contestants emerged
onto the stage behind a white par-
tition which allowed only their legs
from the thighs down to be ex-
posed for public scrutiny. The
twelve men paraded across the '
stage single file, each displaying a
singularly unique style. The audi-
ence held'the fate of the contest-
ants in thejr hands, as the amount
of applause they gave, (or in some
cases didn't give) decided the best
looking pair of legs to be found
within the thriving metropolis of
Hartford.
The result of the first lineup left
a dubios winner, and contestants
1 and 4 of the Trinity squad were
called back for a showdown. The
uttenydevastated, not only by
their loss, but also by the com-
pletely vicious turn that their
"supporters" took as they
chanted, "Give it up UHart, Give
it up!" Meanwhile, A.D. contest-
ants 1 (Paul Marden), and 4 (Scott
Geisler) both paraded out to cen-
ter stage to strut it one more time'.
The audience seemed to favor
Marden's white, studded cowboy
boots to Geisler's pseudo-Califor-
nian flip flops. Marden's style was
more practiced than Geisler's, for
it was quite apparent that the
cowboy boots (secretly abducted
,from roommate Mike Petrarca's
closet) had been donned several
times before, and on this eve in-
spired the wearer to emulate the
cool and sophisticated owner him-
self. This theory helps explain why
the sexiest legs in Connecticut's

















As a means of promoting volunteerism at Trinity, TSO sponsors a
Volunteer Week. There are events planned for each day.
February 6-10
Monday--3:00 Alumni. Lounge ' .
"The Refugee's Life in America"
Lecture by director of CCMRS
Tuesday--9:00 pm Seabury 9-17
Movie: Ordinary People
Wednesday--3:30 Alumni Lounge
"The Importance of Volunteerism in the Hartford Community"
Lecture by Frank Borges and Frank Hartmann





All events open to everyone! Food and Clothing drive all week
Mather.
in
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Canada's Bear of Beers
is here!
t • . • . • • - • . • . • • • . • • " . • - • • , • :
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!
CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y





Controversy has arisen recently over the new Infirmary
policy of not opening the door for a student after 2 a.m.
unless the student is accompanied by security. The outcry
stems from images of bleeding students being turned away
by cruel nurses. However, this is a sensible policy de-
signed to protect the Infirmary staff, and if properly imple-
mented, it will not endanger students.
In the first place, sick students shouldn't be wandering
around campus alone at that hour, so it makes sense to
call security. Problems with this policy are going to arise
in emergency situations. The solution lies with the good
judgement of the nursing staff. The nurse, as a trained
professionalj-should be able to quickly recognize an emer-
gency situation and if not sure of her safety in opening the
door, should call security. The nurse on duty should be
able to determine this without leaving the Infirmary by
looking through the window. Although the job of the nurses
is to care for the students, they should not endanger them-
selves in doing so. This policy should not be a rigid law,
but a guideline that will encourage students to take se-
curity to the Infirmary for their own protection and that of
the nurses. Guided by the intelligence of the nursing staff,
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The TRINITY TRIPOD is v^rittcn, edited and published entirely
by the students of Trinity College. All material is edited and printed
at the discretion of the editorial .board. The deadline for adver-
tisements is Thursday, 5:00 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; an*
nounccments and letters to the editor must be submitted by Friday,
5:00 p.m., and all other material must be in by Saturday, 6:00 p.m.
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Letters
Policy
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the
Editor, All letters must be
signed, although names will
be held upon request. Letters
which are libelous or in poor
taste will n o r b e printed.
All letters must be typed
and no longer than 250
words. The deadline for sub-
mission is on Fridays at 5:00
p.m. Please deliver all letters
and commentary via campus
mail (Box 1310) or to the
Tripod office in the basement
of Jackson Hall.
Security Surveillance Cameras Abused
Dear Editor,
We are writing in regard to the
new security surveillance system.
Last Saturday night at 12:30 we
were walking between the Chapel
and Vernon Street when we no-
ticed that the camera was follow-
ing us. There was no one else in
the general vicinity and we were
being neither loud nor obnoxious.
About halfway to Vernon Street,
the loudspeaker from the camera
blared,"Get off the long walk!"
Needless to say, it terrified us.
We understand the benefits of
the new system, but we feel what
happened to us is an example of
the abuse that can and does occur.
Just because these students are
in charge of monitoring the cam-
eras, it does not give them the
right to harass the innocent pedes-
trians. We think that there should
be strict enforcement of the mon-
Listening Devices Unnecessary
Dear Editor,
Now there are two sides to every
issue (not that issues have two
sides but sides are taken in rela-
tion to a center). The center of the
issue of cinematic surveillance is
the relation between protection
and freedom.
Freedom is a messy issue, but I
think we miss the issue if we think
we can be free without feeling safe
and protected. The amount of
protection we need can be defined
by what we need to protect.
It is obvbious that we protect
our freedom.
I use words to spell out the cen-
ter and new circle around the
edges (sides).
Freedom involves not only
doing what you like (walking
around campus) but also liking
what you do. Can't enjoy walking
if you are being listened to and
watched. That is obvious for
many.
But.
You cannot protect something
unless you keep track of it.
Now.
I suggest we turn off the micro-
phones on those cameras. I am
not too uncomfortable with being
watched from a distance. From a
camera. I have lived in a world
where eyes (I) can see from a dis-
tance. .
But extending into the auditory
sphere, the center of that sphere
being one I feel is closer to my
freedom, I find a bit creepy and
unnecessary. That part of audi-
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itoring policy and that student







I am writing in response to the
editorials published on the 24 and
31 of January.
The subjects of which you con-
cern yourself are important and
are very real on this campus.
However, the manner in which
you deal with them is embarrass-
ing, and the objects you focus
your concern are trivial.
How can you concentrate on
coed dorms, when sexism such as
sexual harassment and fraternity/
sorority systems are still un-
solved?
How can you fret about sur-
veillance cameras on the field
when invasions of privacy such as
rape, mugging, etc., might be
avoided by these cameras? (Any-
way, what are you doing on the
field that you are so worried about
privacy?)
I am embarrassed to admit that
the major topics of sexism and
invasion of priva.cy were handled
with such inadequately [sic] by my
college newspaper that they were
thought to be funny.
Sincerely,
Maria Ritter 85
Disappointing Editorials Lack Depth And Thottghfr
Dear Editors of the Tripod,
•I am aware of the on-going is-
sues of sexism and privacy in the
Trinity Community and do not
doubt your "seriousness", but I
was surprised and disappointed at
the January 24 and 31 editorials. .
I was disap] ointed at the lack of
depth and thoughtfulness with
which you approached the issues.
With, regard to the "Hidden
Discrimination" article, perhaps
the Trinity Security System is
"discriminatory" towards men,
but one must acknowledge the fact
that women are more susceptible
to rape and assault than men. I
do agree that sexism exists on this
campus, (apparent in the "status
quo" decision on fratrernities, but
that's another issue in itself) and
would like to see a society free of
sexism. However, I am surprised
that you find "sexism" in the res-
idential policies; in this case the
separation of sexes is, realisti-
cally, a matter of general privacy
rather than sexism. - •• .
Concerning privacy, in "Who ' s
Watching You?" you are sud-
denly very worried about privacy.
But again yours is an immature
concern and not representative of
that of the majority of the Trinity
Community. The surveillance sys-
tems will enable the Campus Se-
curity System to watch potentially
dangerous areas of campus, hope-
fully reducing the number of as-
saults on all members of the
Trinity Community. I question
your fear, even paranoia, of being
watched as you "cross the soccer
field with a friend." Which do
you genuinely prefer-the possibil-
ity of your conversation being
heard or a fellow student being a
victim of another's crime?
I would like to think that the
Trinity student body regards the
issues of sexism and privacy in a
more intelligent and mature man-
ner than the editors of the Tri-
poddo, and hope that in the future
the Tripod will treat issues with
more consideration.
Martha J. Erskine '85




Often the language and phrases
meant.to define a group's inten-
tion are actually misleading and
even damaging to its cause. A per-
fect example of inept language is
the phrase"pro-abortion."
In her book, The Second
Stage,Betty Friedan writes, "After
all why do feminists seem to be
fighting 'for abortion' against
women who say they are fighting
for 'the right to life?' How can we
fight the real battle in such terms?
Who is really for abortion? That
is like being for mastectomy."
The " r ea f battle" Friedan re-
fers to is the fight for freedom,
choice being a prerequisite to that
freedom. Therefore, if women and
men consider themselves or others
to be "for abortion," the idea of
choice becomes lost in the threat-
ening notion that people support
an operation which can cause both
mental and physical pain.
You might wonder to what ex-
tent this phrase is misused in the
media. In the January 24 issue of
The New York Times, an article
reporting a Washington rally
against abortion (i.e. against
choice,) also updated the activities
of pro-choice forces. The article
spoke of politicians who were " in
favor of abortion." Later the re-
port cited a Boston rally " in favor
of women's choice." Although
only, one incident, this inconsis-
tency in reporting should not oc-^
cur since "pro-abort ion" and its
negative connotations are sepa-
rate from the feminist concern
with choice.
I believe my opinion concerning
choice is insignificant to the point .
I'm trying to make in this com-
mentary. Nevertheless, I will ver-
ify my support of Betty Friedan's
pro-choice stance so that I am not
accused of skirting the issue, so to
speak.
My final appeal to both pro and
against forces is this: take care
with language. No one is for abor-
tion. Some people, maybe not
• enough,-are for choice.
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Smith Answers Security Surveillance Questions
To the Editor of the Tripod,
Let me answer the questions you
raise in your editorial headed
"Who's Watching You"; it ap-
peared oon page 6 of your Janu-
ary 31 issue.
I'll follow a familiar academic
formula, restating your questions,
then providing answers.
Q. "Is Big Brother watching
you?"
A. No. But the College is con-
cerned about security and about
the safety of all on the campus,
and the television system promises
to improve upon a record which
already is quite good and which
depends upon cooperation, vigi-
lance and judgment, not snoop-
ing.
Q. "Who is going to be monitor-
ing those cameras..."
A. Initially, a group of students,
their efforts supplemented by
staff. Initially no one will serve
more than two hours as a monitor
on any given day.
Q. How are they (the cameras)
going to be used?
A. The cameras, two of them,
provide a monitor with visual cov-
erage of an area which covers the
walk from Vernon Street to the
Library, the Chapel parking lot,
the nearby section of Summit
Street, the playing fields east and
west of the press box at Jessee
Field. At most times the cameras
will pan automatically in a pattern
that includes the heavily travelled
walks and adjacent spaces in the
areas just mentioned. Should the
persons watching the two small tv
receivers see something suspi-
cious, then one camera will be
controlled manually to focus in on
the field of concern. Each camera
is equipped with a lens capable of
transmitting a clear black and
white picture . taken under very
low-light conditions. The zoom
focus gives the viewers a picture
in which they could probably
identify someone known to them
who was also as far as one
hundred to one hundred fifty feet
away. Useful identifying features
might be seen from a distance of
several hundred feet. An assault,
a car break, or an act of vandal-
ism would be visible and recogniz-
able for what it was even up to
several hundred yards from the
camera. The camera housing in-
cludes an intercom so that the op-
erator can communicate with
individuals or groups at the scene
of an incident. The microphone in
the camera housng is not super-
sensitive, but it can pick up a
shout or a scream from several
hundred feet away; anyone close
to it can communicate with the
operator.
Q. Will a student be able to walk
across the soccer field with a
friend without fear oif being
watched or listened to?
A. Whether the student and friend
were to appear in the transmitted
image would depend first on the
camera's panning course, but at
some point after entering the field
and before leaving it there is a
high likelihood that the pair would
pass before the lens and that the
person at the receiver would see
them. Since that person's purpose
is to look for trouble or the like-
lihood of trouble, the sight of two
people walking amicably would
arouse no interest. Unless the
walking pair were virtually under
the camera and conversing in
strong voices directed to it, their
conversation would be unintelli-
gible to the viewer. I have not yet
gathered evidence to support this
view, but it has been my misfor-
tune to know some of Trinity's
most expert eavesdroppers over
the last thirty years. Happily,
there have not been too many, but
the likelihood of their coming
upon treasures is far greter in the
Cave, in Mather's dining room, in
Hamlin, or even on the Long
Walk,, than in time spent follow-
ing the two cameras and listening
for the dingy matters that alloy to
shiny gossip.
Q. Apparently this system is to be
expanded throughout the campus,
but where will it stop?
A. I am uncertain where you
found the speculation concerned
in your "Apparently" clause. Mr.
Schweighoffer, I, and others have
stated on numerous occasions,
often within easy range of the Tri-
pod, that we plan to equip, in ad-
dition to spaces described above,
our various parking lots and Sum-
mit Street. I, for one, have not
excluded the possibility of using a
small television unit to provide se-
curity in the Mather Hall serving
area. Theft of food and equip-
ment from that space, open to nu-
merous passersby, is expensive,
and we need some form of sur-
veillance to secure it. For some
years we employed a small unit in
the Mather Game Room. We may
re-employ it there again or in a
similar place.
This question about the extent
to which television (and other
similar devices) will be used in the
future is serious, but I doubt I, or
others, can answer it dependably.
A Security Office and staff did
not exist at Trinity before World
War II, except in the person of an
avuncular night watchman who
patrolled on foot for fires and
helped students suffering fatigue
form overstudy, or other overin-
dulgence , to their beds. Numbers
of our faculty can identify, de-
scribe, and, in some cases, even
explain, the various factors that
led us from an almost bucolic ex-
istence to the present condition in
respect to security. Whether that
condition leads to less or more de-
pendence upon security staff and
technology will only be known as
time uncovers events. My best
guess is that if we feel less secure
or safe we shall be more insistent
that there be staff and technology
available.
Q. And how long will it be before
such systems are set up in the
dorm halls?
A. Not, I expect, during the pe-
riod in which Mr. English, Dr.
Winer, Ms. Dow, and Ms. Denny
are in their offices. After that I
should expect equally wise people
to succeed them and to restrain
anyone or any group from setting
up a permanent system od internal
dormitory surveillance. •
Q. (Mine, not yours.) But, just
suppose that a temporary instal-
lation were thought useful to aid
in the identification and arrest of
a person who had committed one
or more serious crimes against
students in a dormitory; which
kind of "violation of privacy"
would be more tolerable?
A.(Yours, not mine.)
Your answer (and certainly it
will never be final) to that ques-
tion will depend upon how you,
and others, weigh private against
public, or community, needs. This
particular community comprises
students, faculty, staff, their visi-
tors, others who have business
here or share in the common in-
terest. The need for security ex-
tends to all, not simply to one
individual or one group, and, as
our records indicate, those who
would victimize individuals
amongst us do not restrict their
interest to one group or another,
or to a particular type of individ-
ual. Thus, in the minds of those
of us who must make judgments
about how a common need is to
be fulfilled, many values must be
weighed, not merely a few.
As do most administrators in
similar positions elsewhere, I re-
gret that we devote as much of our
resources and staff to problems of
security as we do, but I would
have greater regret were serious
harm done to a member of the
community because we failed to
employ a technology which, if
well-used, improves security and
poses no threat to an individual's
privacy. That it will be well-used
I am quite certain, for Mr.
Schweighoffer and the people he
directs have a record for good
judgment and consideration which
I do not expect will change.
Sincerely,
Thomas A. Smith.
Vice President of the College
Sexism And Students' Rights Are Tired Subjects
Dear Editor,
Congratulations on a couple of
exemplary issues of the Tripod so
far this semester. It is satisfying
to see interesting, lively articles,
well-designed layouts and high
quality photographs. This jour-
nalistic change for the belter in
the college weekly-does credit to
you aand your staff's good ef-
forts. I doff my hat to you, bravo.
Now, I have just a few minor
comments regarding your maver-
ick editorials....What's all this
uproar about coed rooms, sexist
Trinity's escort services, and the
good Security offices of
Schweighoffer and Co. becoming
the next evil bastion of KGB Big
Brotherism? Has the usually see-
thing cauldron of Trinity contro-
versies become so tepid over
Christmas vacation that you must
resort to conjuring trumped-up
charges? Sincerely, I find your
blistering polemics rather offen-
sive; I believe what you imply in-
sults the intelligence of members
of this community.
• Under the heaidng "Yes, We're
Serious" in last week's Tripod,
you state that editorials should be
"taken seriously as a reflection of
student views". Views of which
students? I've never heard anyone
insinuate that our trusty Security
guards are rnerelyinstsruments of.
blatantly sexist administrative
policies because they have not
placed locks on a few men's bath-
rooms. Mine certainly has one,
otherwise I would not be able to
sleep at night. I've never heard,
anyone say that the Security Es-
cort Service is a heinous mecha-
nism of sex discrimination just
because it is primarily designed to
protect the safety of young Trin
women rather than, say, the mem-
bers of Crow. Thanks for cluing
me in that most of my fellow stu-'
dents share these same passionate
and morally indignant attitudes to
what are obviously travesties of
equal rights.
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heard this hot and controversial
subject bantied about over dinner
but when, I don't remember. I'm
confident that all our parents and
the College Trustees, will concur
with you that Trinity's housing
policies are old-fashioned and
reak of sex discrimination after
reading- your torrid and brilliant
Tripod expose. Let's have a pro-
test. -. • . .
In your last editorial, a lot of
ink was spilled over the new sur-
veillance system which will be used
to monitor a couple of parking
lots and footpaths. In the three
years that I have been a Trinity
student, innumerable instances of
unabashed roguery and villainous
activity have occurred in these
areas. Heaven forbid that the Col-
lege has unilaterally deployed so-
phisticated cameras in an effort to
step up preventive security; I rue
the day that the Administration
decided to keep an eye on would-
be tire slashers, knavish car theives
and dangerous, roaming assail-
ants. These insidious cameras thus
represent a true encroachment
upon our personal lives; Big
Brother's gonna be watching you
and me as well as the forces of
vandalism that periodically sweep
over the Hilltop. Next time you
walk past one, smile for the birdie.
Now really, as ridiculous as I
sound with my terse lampoons, so
do you with your feminist para-
noia and sophomoric Orwellian
forebodings. There exist far more
suitable and pertinent topics for
both of us to consider than those
so far bombastically lambasted in
your recent editorials. How about
some thoughts on the revised cur-
riculum, the future of higher ed-
ucation or even some praise for
the outstanding aspects of Trin-
ity? I think your readers would
find any number of a host of other
subjects infinitely more enjoyable
and instructive than the. current
editorial swill about sex discrimi-
nation and students' rights. It is
old, tired and nagging•' drivel.
Please don't continue to mar what
seems to be evolving into a re-
spectable journal commensurate
with its contemporaries on. other
campuses. Stay the course.
Cheers, . ' '
Robert A. Hemmes '84
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Conn Student Poets Captivate
by Michelc D. Scnsale
In my Literary Writing 110
days, I struggled with poetry:
throw alliteration here, some good
descriptive adjectives there, and
don't forget theme, and don't lose
focus, and try to say something,
but not too much, don't be arti-
ficial and don't be trite. All of this
being much too overwhelming, I
abandoned the idea of poetry for
a while and decided to leave it to
the better equipped, the more ar-
ticulate: individuals such as the
four Connecticut Students Poets:
Kaci Kinne from Connecticut
College, Lisa Mierzejewski from
Central Connecticut State Univer-
sity, Mark Shafer from Wesleyan
University, and Idalia Mantautas'
from Trinity. From a podium
pushed close to the audience to,
compensate for Hamlin Hall's
poor acoustics, these four writers
read their works last Tuesday
night.
The first to read was Kjnne.:
What was captivating about Kinne
was that her tone, her expression
and her dress matched her poetry:
somber and black. The first two
of the three poems she read, enti-,
tied "Breathing" and "October
24" respectively were particularly
characterized by overtones of
mortality and morbidity. Black-
ness, death, corpses, marble and
stone were, images which ran
through these poems. They were
implemented effectively and pow-
erfully, by her meticulous reading
and tone almost prophetically, but
they were not overdone. Her po-
etry was also characterized by
unique similes. In her second
poem, "October 24," about dorm,
life, she describes the sky as "roll-
ing back like a gray quilted sheet,"
and the sounds on her hall of
"dismembered voices...like mag-
gots fat, slick and white." Her
last, lighter poem, "Beneath Dark
Ice," was a description of a black
man picking up a glass of milk.
The duration of the poem, a con-
trast of light/dark imagery such
as his skin against hers, proceeded
with the slow deliberateness of the
man's movement.
The second poet to read was
Trinity's representative, Idalia
Mantautas. The first of the two
poems which Ms. Mantautas read
was in her words an "undergrad-
uate love poem" entitled "Letters
to England." Mantautas' poetry
has a quality of benign realism,
very much in contrast to the mor-
bid realism of the first poet. This
poem was apparently addressed to
a lover/friend whom the narrator
has left abroad. It is charecterized
by questioning of this person
overseas. What I found effective
about the questioning without re-
ply is that it is spoke to the futility
the narrator has experienced with
distance. The writing was smooth
with alliteration and soft conso-
nants and the language was bright,
although the tone was despaired.
The second of Mantautas' two
poems was a revealing, moving
piece. In fact, she prefaced it by
asking "instead of reading, can I
just tell you a story?" The poem,
entitled "The Buried Doll: Dis-
junction of a Spanish Christ-
mas," was endowed with a strong
sense of family and allegiance to
her Lithuanian origins. The story-
poem was graphically descriptive.
It began in a familiar, sentimental
mood, became vividly sad, and
then tragic. With the change in
mood was a marked change in
language. As the tone became
more melancholy, the language
became more loaded and dark.
While her tone of voice did not
change in reading, the atmosphere
grew darker through words alone.
The third poet to read was Mark
Shafer from Wesleyan. The first
of thiee works was entitled
"Painting Studio North" about
which her temarked: "If you
don't understand it, you're per-
of her mortality. The work was
sensitive and mournful. Her sec-
ond work was "Alfreida" about
a woman with whom she works.
What was effective here was Mier-
zejewski's use of familiar, at times
colloquial, language, as would suit
her subject. Her third work was a
more imaginative one called "Dio
Niobe and Stavros." The poem
was a comparison of two Greek
men, one classical and one from a
newspaper. Her last work was
"Shuttleton's Barber Shop."
Mierzejewski called this her most
depressing work because it told of
old men in a barber shop musical
band: She treated the pathetic
scene with sympathy and respect.
Her works were effective in that
they focused upon everyday scenes
and a realistic interpretation of her
world.
Both Mierzejewski and Man-
tautas were profoundly real in
their depictions. Rather than play
with images, they held up scena-
rios and imposed a theme upon
them. Kinne and Shafer were
much more experimental and in-
novative in their respective works.
They seemed to create their own
reality, or at least to impose their
own judgments arid perceptions
upon it. Their subjective portrayal
of the world around them was
their strength.
do ' The poem consisted of a
seemingly random patching to-
gether of images seen in a studio.
The work was bright with a clever
use of adjectives, color and per-
sonification. He described "walls
grinning" and "orange paint
jumping out" at him. It seemed
ironic that such lively, colorful
images should come from Mr.
Shafer who stood lethargically,
almost drowsily, as he read. His
second poem, untitled, was about
a glove which had a threat unrav-
elling from one of its fingers. The
language again was incredibly
vivid with personification and
metaphor,"the dispensing smoke
of human thread." His last work
was about his experience in Bo-
gata •entitled "Urban Autopsy."
He described a §treet in the barrio
where he worked by dissecting it
and depicting its elements. He
spoke of men and children and of
manholes "opening up like gutless
fish."
The last poet to read was Lisa
Mierzejewski. She read four short
works, the first of which was
about her grandmother and her
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Dance Collective Performance Playful and Intriguing
by Elaine Stampul
Friday's performance of the
Dance Collective of Boston
opened not with esoteric modern
dance, but with the playful, fun,
and colorful "Fabric of Dreams."
Choreographed by Ruth Wheeler,
"Fabric of Dreams" started with
a blob (five dancers under a col-
ored sheet) moving across the
stage. The blob took on a char-
acter as it moved on different lev-
els, slowly, quickly, and in
Abstract Artist Talks
Artist Julie Shapiro will lead a
gallery talk on Wednesday, Feb-
ruary * at 4 p.m. in AAC as part
of hei continuing exhibition of
paintings, prints and drawings pr\
display in the Widener Gallery
through February 26. A reception
from 5-6 p.m. will follow Shapi-
ro's talk. The public is invited to
attend.
Shapiro's abstract works are
composed of overlapping rectilin-
ear planes. "My intentions are to
explore the possibility of finding
coherent form out of disparate
structures," Shapiro says. Her
works are personal visual state-
ments which evolve through "an
incessant search within the paint-
ing experience
isolated parts. As the dance pro-
gressed, costumed dancers
emerged from the blob and the
dance took on a narrative quality
as each performed a different
character. A serious tone then de-
veloped when one of the dancers,
Carlo Rizzo, began violently play-
ing soldier, and the dancers then
took off their costumes and re-
treated to the blob. Because this
piece had the quality of children
playing and discovering move-
ment and dance, "Fabric of
Dreams" never became self-seri-
ous or conscious that it was art,
and as a result was thoroughly en-
joyable.
Perhaps the highlight of the
performance was "Intervals of.
Heavy Rain" choreographed by
Dawn Kramer and danced by
Dawn Kramer and Carlo Rizzo.
Essential to this piece were a ba-
nana and a yellow umbrella which
were used as elements of unity be-
tween the two dancers and aided
in their contact with each other,
The umbrella in its shapes and
movements provided an interest-
ing contrast to those of the human
figures. These elements, in com-
bination with the vivid yellows and
greens of the costumes and set
produced a striking visual image.
The movement in this piece was
playful and dramatic, exaggerated
and natural and the mood was hu-
morous, intimate, and protective.
The combination of all of these
elements made "Intervals of
Heavv Rain" fascinating to watch
and experience.
"Three > r »r  > r » S » *
7 'cfioreo'-"
graphed by Judith Chafee and
danced by Ann Brown Allen,
seemed to be describing the dan-
cer and the joy she found in mov-
ing. As she danced to the music
DANCE WITH
Friday, Feb. 10th
From 10:00-2:00 in the Washington Room
Refreshments Provided Donation $ 1.00
of George Gershwin, her person-
ality, as well as the different
moods of the music, came
through. The piece was divided
into three sections which together
made the piece seductive, subtle,
cautious, mellow, and energetic.
Allen used simple movements and
everyday gestures and her move-
ment was natural and flowing.
The final piece of the perform-
ance, "Partners, Couples, and
Pairs" brought back Trinity grad-
uate Tim Martin. The piece, cho-
reographed by Judith Chaffee,
consisted of three couples: Martin
and Renee Caso as students, Ann
Brown Allen and Carlo Rizzo as
fighting lovers, and Susan Brown-
skating partners. This piece de-
scribed in movement the interac-
tions and emotions of these three
couples as they danced separately
and together. Although this piece
relied on its narrative quality, the
movement, abstracted from
everyday movement, was interest-
ing in itself.
Because the work of the Dance
Collective expressed a range of.
emotion within each piece, it never
became redundant. The many
variations on a single theme were
always interesting to watch and
the narrative quality of many of
the pieces made this form of mod-
ern dance easily accessible to the
audience.
World Theatre At Trinity
by Mollj?Sclinorr
Staff Writer
"She is so eloquent, so droll, so
sad, so gay, so unlike the rest of
the world."
This is. Frances Anne Kemble,
better known as Fanny Kemble.
She was an abolitionist, militant
feminist, and the greatest Shak-
espearean actress of the nine-
teenth century. Her life story will
be presented on Saturday at 8 p.m.
in AAC's Goodwin Theatre. The
production is entitled "Shake-
speare Lady: The Life and Times
. of Fanny Kemble."
Two members of the Royal
Shakespeare Company, Estelle
Kohler and Bill Homewood, will
perform their show which is based
on accounts- in Kemble's letters
and diaries. The show, in Victo-
rian costume and featuring music
of the period, traces her amazing
Ellen Stewart, who founded the
La MaMa theatre in New York
City, will speak this Wednesday,
February 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Club. Since the theatre
was founded in 1961 she has pre-
sented more than 1,100 play,
many of which featured some of
the most talented and controver-
sial artists in comtemporary thea-
tre. As a champion of imagistic
and non-verbal theatre she intro-
duced American theatre to the
world and world theatre to Amer-
ica. She is famous throughout the
world for her unique vision and
courage. The Theatre and Dance
Department welcomes everyone
Kemble Story
life from her first appearance on
the Victorian stage, her friend-
ships with the lions of Victorian
society in England and America,
her marriage to a plantation owner
and her incredible life on the
Georgia Sea Islands.
Estelle Kohler, who plays the
comical and fascinating heroine of
this play, trained at the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art and
from there joined the Royal
Shakespeare Company. Besides
performing in various produc-
tions of the Royal Shakespeare
Company, Bill Homewood is also
a published poet and composer.
This vivid portrayal of 19th
century Victorian society is sure
to arouse anyone's Shakespearean
interests. "Shakespeare Lady: The
Life and Times of Fanny Kem-
ble" is another performance pass
event.
Duets And Doughnuts At Austin
by Molly Schnorr
Staff Writer
So you don't like opera, huh? Well, how about if it's funny? Or would
it seem more appealing-if it were followed by a pastry reception? '(An-
other one, but its not Viennese; its Sara Lee.)
If you seem slightly interested, then you should check out AAC's'next
musical production. This one is on Friday at 8:15 p.m. in Goodwin
Theatre. . '
Friday evening's production will consist of solos and duets from opera
and musical comedies. Selections will be from Rigoletto, Candide, The
Magic Flute, The Fantasticks and others. The evening has appeal even
for those with a chronic dislike for opera. .
Carol Ann O'Connor and Peter Harvey, both professionals with the
Hartford Symphony and local opera companies, will perform and be
accompanied by Music Department Chairman Gerald Mbshell. O'Con-
nor appeared in last month's Mozart Birthday Celebration. Harvey sang
the tenor arias.in November's St. John Passion.
Those in attendnce will have the opportunity to participate in a grow-
ing tradition-the Music Department's Seventh Annual Sara Lee Recep-
tion. Featured will be one of each type of pastry made by Sara Lee. This
event is performance pass #12. :..
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Will Palestinian Self-Determination Occur?
by Omar Shennib
Muslim community in Tripoli.
Whilst his troops maintained their
positions around the refugee
camps of Tripoli, Arafat suc-
ceeded in negotiating a with-
drawal for his troops and his
supporters from Lebanon.
Abu Musa, the Palestinian
rebel, and his Syrian proteges won
the battle, but ironically lost the
war for legitimacy. The fact that
ATafat did get symbolic assurance
from the United Nations to sail
safely from Lebanon meant that
his legitimacy as an internation-
ally recognized political leader was
preserved. The Palestinian Exo-
dus continued. The Greek and
Cypriot ships carried Arafat's
supporters and hoisted the U.N.
flag.
Arafat's shrewd opportunism
and will to survive surfaced dur-
ing his unexpected visit to the the-
oretically ostracised nation of
Egypt in December of 1983. His
meeting with President Mubarak
of Egypt in Cairo was the triumph
of moderation and diplomacy over
radicalism and violence. Both
Mubarak and Arafat emerged
stronger than ever. The two capi-
talised from this rapprochement.
For Egypt Arafat's visit was a vin-
dication of its previous policies
with Israel. For Arafat and his
supporters the visit translated into
support from a very powerful
Arab state. One is temtped to
draw a parallel between Arafat's
visit to Egypt in December of 1983
and Sadat's visit to Israel in No-
vember of 1977. A distinct differ-
ence between the two visits is the
overall popularity of the former
act over the latter in the Arab
world. Reason and moderation
triumphed in the first instance;
emotion and radicalism triumphed
in the second instance. These two
very important events and their
consequent effects on the Arab
world can.be used as indicators of
the general political mood in that
region. Sadat's visit to Jerusalem
produced a radical wave in the
Arab world manifested in two
events: l)The expulsion of Egypt
from the Arab League and the re-
moval of the Arab League's head-
quarters from Cairo to Tunis, and
2)the formation of a cohesive rad-
ical bloc made up of Algeria, Li-
bya, Iraq, South Yemen, Syria
and the P.L.O..
The brightest opportunity for
resolving the question of Palestin-
ian nationhood through Arab-Is-
raeli negotiations is available
today. New sets of circumstances
in the Arab world provide unlim-
ited optimism amongst the edu-
cated elite of that region. These
circumstances, which are advan-
tageous for negotiations of a Pal-
estinian settlement, emerged
ironically from the battlegrounds
of Lebanon in December of 1983.
The already complex matrices
of factions and alliances in Leba-
non seemed even more confusing
to interested observers when the
Alawate regime of Damascus,
Syria, overtly supported (perhaps
even created) a rival military fac-
tion within the P.L.O. This Syrian
scheme to replace Arafat failed
miserably. Overall Palestinian
support for Arafat and condem-
nation of Syria's President Assad,
especially in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza, are manifesta-
tions of Syria's failure to take
control of the P.L.O. Arafat also
gained the crucial support of the
Arafat's visit to Cairo reversed
the radical move. Since November
1977 the radical bloc's influence
and membership has declined dra-
matically, Chadli's Algeria is in a
form of "splendid isolation,"
Hussein's Iraq is at war with Iran
and in a cold war with Syria and
Libya, and most importantly,
Afafat's P.L.O. has disassociated
itself with the radical, for obvious
reasons. There are also numerous
indications that several Arab lead-
ers are lobbying for the return of
Egypt into the Arab League.
Egypt has been invited by the
Muslim heads of state this Janu-
ary to resume her place in the Or-
ganization of the Islamic
Conference unconditionally.
Egypt has accepted. The confer-
ence which took place in Morocco
is another positive step towards
the inevitable reinstatement of
Egypt into the Arab fold. The
presence of Arafat at Rabat dur-
ing the conference reaffirming the
shift towards moderation and the
isolation of the radical states (Li-
bya.Syria and Iran).
It seems very probable that
Egypt (the largest and most pow-
erful Arab nation) will gradually
re-establish its political leadership
in the Arab world. Egypt can
claim to be the only Arab nation
with direct ties, with tfoe,?$fa)to* ;><
lans 8nd" the Israeli's: a key'ele-
ment towards future successful
negotiations between the Arabs
and the Israelis. During Egypt's
theoretical isolation, (a majority .
'.'of Arab.states.continued to trade
with Egypt after the Camp David
Accords) which has yet to come
to an end, not a single Arab na-
tion emerged as the decisive leader
of the Arab world. Saudi Arabia,
for example, with its vast eco-
nomic wealth and political poten-
tial failed to translate her assets
into political power. Their entan-
glement in Lebanon has brought
the House of Saud discredibility
and abundant grief (the latter in-
gredient is available to each and
every power involved in Leba-
non.) Most recently the Saudi
Consul in Beirut was abducted by
an unknown organization. Saudi
Arabia's foreign minister Al Saud
engineered countless ceasefire
agreements on paper only to see
them immediately violated by all
sides. The frustrations of diplo-
macy in Lebanon are painfully
obvious to all sides including
Washington's political circles. Fi-
nally Syria's and the Arabl worlds
helplessness during the Israeli in-
vasion of Lebanon in the summer
of 1982 (or as Prime Minister Be-
gin and his administration euphe-
PLO Leader CPS
YASSER ARAFAT
mistically referred to it 'Peace for.
the Galillea') humiliated and dc-
demdnstrated the weakness of the '
Arab regimes.
It is important in the conclusion
to reiterate the following point:
the Arab,moderate bloc outnum-
bers the few remaining radical
states. In 1977 the Arab channels
with Israel and the U.S.A. were
limited and seriously blocked by
the radicals. The significant ex-
pulsion of Egypt from the League
was a warning for the remaining
moderate states of the dire Conse-
quences of a rapprochement with
Israel. Today, however, the radi-
cal bloc has shrunk in size and
power to a feeble three; Syria,
South Yemen and Libya. These
.states are separated by a huge geo-
graphical and ideological gulf, the
personal desires of their rulers,
and regional rivalries with their
neighbors. Juxtaposed to the dis-
organized radical bloc is a larger,
more powerful moderate bloc.
Negotiations will need the co-
operation of both the Arabs and
the Israelis. The present Israeli
administration has to affirma- .
tively demonstrate its readiness to
negotiate with the internationally-
recognized P.L.O. These new and
fortuitous circumstances are very
rare and I hope that all sides of
the conflict will be careful riot to
waste this valuable opportunity.
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nent tried to ride him out for a
one or two point victory. Adam
waited patiently for the right mo-
ment, and with 1:15 left in the
match, he reversed his position for
a 3-2 lead. The usually sedate
gymnasium erupted and the win
brought the rest of the team
jumping off the bench to congrat-
ulate Adam. His win gave the
Bants three points for the meet
victory, their second of the year.
"I thought we had one of our
best chances against Williams,
going five-pn-five like that, and
we did it," commented coach
Mike Darr following the victory.
"For once it turned out to our
benefit," said a happy Nick Ve-
ronis. "This last match will really
help us psychologically, we needed
a win like this."'
The Bants led off with twelve
quick points as Peter Zimmerman
drew a forfeit in his 126-pound
match and Tom Waxter recorded
an impressive pin at 4:43. •
Veronis increased the lead to 17-
0 as he dominated his opponent
throughout the match and walked
away with a 15-3 victory while
team captain Mike Howe drew a
forfeit and the Bantam lead shot
to 23-0.
Ian Brodie was involved in a
strange match that saw the first
two minutes wrestled standing
erect. The match was close going
into the final period at 2-3. Yet
this lead was soon increased to 2-
6 on a near fall and Brodie was
eventually pinned late in the pe-
riod.
When Ted Moise was pinned as
well, the Bantam lead fell to just
23-12: an eleven point lead, know-
ing the Ephmen would get 12 at
the end of the match. But Adam
came through for the 26-24 vic-
tory.
In other action, the Bantams fell
to Connecticut College 21-12 last
Tuesday. Veronis and Adam each
recorded pins in that meet.
Following the win over Wil-
liams on Saturday, the Bants
grappled with the Panthers of
Plymouth State. The meet was
close through the mid-weight
classes but the forfeits came back
to haunt the home team as they
lost 33-16. The team actually won
the match 16-15 if the three for-
feits are not taken into account.
Tom Waxter and Adam had
impressive wins accumulating six
minutes of riding time each in
their 14-0 and 12-1 victories. Ve-
ronis recorded a pin at 2:40 for
the Bants.
Navy Nips Men's Squash
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Staff
All the men's squash team's
hopes for an exclusive holding of
the number three national ranking
were shattered last Sunday when
Trinity was narrowly defeated by
the Midshipmen of Navy. The
Bants were upset 5-4 in a match
which had echoes of last year's
loss to Yale.
On paper, Trinity was a decided
favorite to beat Navy, but on the
court it was Navy's aggressiveness
and hard-nose play which proved
to be the deciding factor. De-
scribed as "animals" on the court
by Trinity captain Bill Doyle, .the
Navy team played perhaps their
finest match of the season, vir-
tually assuring themselves of at
worst a number four ranking.
As for Trinity, if they can beat
Williams tomorrow, then odds are
that they will tie with Navy and
Williams for the number three
ranking.
At number one for the Ban-
tams, Doyle was one of the four
Trinity players to emerge with a
win. Doyle beat his opponent 3-1
in a relatively easy match.
The biggest upset of the day oc-
curred at number two where Mike
Georgy was stunned by his Navy
opponent 3-1. Coming off a spec-
tacular whipping of a Yale oppo-
nent two weeks ago, Georgy was
to say the least, surprised by the
Navy player.
At number four, sophomore
J.D. Cregan won 3-0. But the
most exciting and yet heartbreak-
ing match for Trinity was Bill Vil-
lari's match at number five. Villari
went down to the wire with his
opponent losing 15-14 in the fifth
game. Villari was ahead 12-10 in
the fifth game but the Navy player
was able to tie it at 14-14 and then
won the ensuing point.
Doyle 2nd At Tourney
by Nina Porter
Special to Tripod Sports
During the weekend of January
27-29, the top three squash play-
ers from Trinity, Bill Doyle, Mike
Georgy, and J.D. Cregan played
in the Cowles-Jacobs tournament
at the Harvard Club in New York
City. This tournament is for the
top amateurs in the U.S..
Trinity's number one player,
Doyle, played outstanding squash
throughout the weekend and
emerged as runner-up. In his,first
round and perhaps the most dif-
ficult, Doyle had to play the top
seed of the tournament, Kenton
Jernigan, who is a sophomore at
Harvard and is ranked as the
number one collegiate player in
the country.
• Doyle played, confidently and
consistently, moving around the
court with speed and ease. Doyle's
hard serves allowed him to gain
control at the beginning of points
and he won the match 3-0.
In the second round he defeated
Bill Ramsay, a native New Yorker,
3-0. In the semifinals, Doyle took
on Jamie Barratt, a graduate of
Princeton University. After trail-
ing 0-2 in games, Doyle fought
back to tie up the score at two
games each. In the final game,
Doy made fewer errors and played
more consistently. He won the
game 15-9 to take the match 3-2
and advance to the finals against
Gil Mateer.
Mateer is an outstanding player
from Pittsburgh, who has had
many years of experience. Ma-
teer's finesse shots and hard drives
were too precise for Doyle to gain
any "momentum and he lost 3-0.
Overall this was a major break-
through for Doyle as he moved
into the top ranks of squash play-
ers in the U.S.
David Barry (second in dark uniform) prepares to take the lead on the way to winning the 1000-meter
run at the state meet.
photo by Krister Johnson
Villari was not the only Bantam
to lose in five games. Doug Bur-
bank and John Conway both lost
3-2, giving another indication of
the closeness of the niatcji. fhe_ •
two other winners for Trinity were
Jerome Kapelus and Paul Stauf-
fer. Stauffer won 3-1 and Kapelus
narrowly beat his opponent 3-2.
Andrew Emery at number seven
lost 3-0.
Doyle summed up his feelings
about the match. "We played
well, but Navy simply played bet-
ter. They were very tough and
physical. We may have been look-
ing forward to the Williams
match."
Williams comes to Trinity to-
morrow for a 4:00 p.m. match.
For Trinity a win means a tie for
the number three ranking while a
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vault competition, while Co-Cap-
tain Steve Klots ran a personal
best of 4:02.14 in the 1500-meter
run to gain seventh place. Barry,
Obi, Harthun and Klots all have
qualified for the New England Di-
vision III meet later in the season.
Several other good perform-
ances were turned in by Bantam
runners. Frosh Dave Banta ran a
quick 52.3 in the 400-meter dash.
Middle distance runners Dave
O'Donnell and Krister Johnson
both ran personal bests in the 1000
and 800-meter runs respectively.
O'Donnell was timed in 2:37.4 for
the 1000 and Johnson in 2:00,05
for the 800. Freshman Greg Hill
tied for sixth in the high jump
with a fine effort of six feet.
The distance medley relay team
of Terry Rousseau, Brian Bren-
nan, O'Donnell and Klots placed
fourth in a time of 11:08, while
the mile relay team of Banta
(52.8), Steve Drew (52.3), John-
son (53.0) and Barry (51.4) placed
fifth in a time of 3:29.5.
The Bantams next meets are to-
day at Coast Guard and Saturday
at Williams.
If you would like a 1983 Ivy please fill in your name and
box number and send this form along with a check,
made out to The Trinity Ivy, for $10.00 to:
Mary Ann Corderman •
Box 1620
Your Ivy will be sent to you via campus mail.
N a m e • ' • • '
B o x N u m b e r •, ' . •
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % D i s c o u n t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(comer Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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Corning: "Best Trininty Defenseman Ever
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Editor
On and off the ice, Trinity's
Barney Corning exudes one qual-
ity—class.
Off the ice, Corning is the con-
summate gentleman: talkative,
polite, and friendly. But on the
ice, Corning lets his play do the
talking.
His smooth skating, deft puck
handling, and pinpoint passing •
make Corning a constant threat to
opposing hockey teams, even from
the defense position. And on a
team with solid checkers like for-
wards Vern Meyer and Chris
Downs and defensemen Chip
Farnham and Chris Lorenz,
Coming's superb puck rushing
ability adds a valuable element of
finesse to the Bants' attack.
"Coming's just played super on
defense for us this year," re-
marked Bantam head coach John
Dunham, "He's simply the best
defenseman to ever skate here at
Trinity."
Not bad for a junior from
Manchester, Massachussetts, who
piayed forward during his first
two years at Trinity.
"I t was a mutual decision
[playing Corning at the forward
position]," said Dunham. "He
wanted to try.it out, but it just
didn't work out to his satisfac-
tion. He's not a goal scorer, but
he can really move the puck well
from defense."
Corning has been paired with
senior Farnham on the back line
this year and two offer an inter-
esting contrast. Farnham is the
burly, hard-hitting defenseman,
who plays the game with the same
degree of physical exuberance that
he exhibits as a linebacker on the
football team. Corning, who
played forward on the soccer team
two years ago, relies more on the
finesse game.
Taken as a pair, they are a
coach's match-made-in-heaven.
Farnham delivers the bone jarring
hip checks and clears the slot,
freeing Corning for his patented
rink-length rushes and fast break
passes.
But Coming's puck handling
abilities and speed don't oversha-
dow his outstanding defensive ca-
pability. As Dunham said after
watching Corning stop a one-on-
one against UConn, "He's simply
the best player out there on the
ice. He could equalize a Division
I player by himself."
Coming's statistics (one goal
and seven assists through 13
games) are not reflective of his
performance or contribution to
the team. In addition to taking a
regular shift, Corning is utilized
extensively on short-handed situ-
ations and is always out there dur-
ing the crucial stages of the. game.
Corning has been a major fac-
tor in the Bants success story this
year. With the continued excellent
play of Corning and the entire
Trinity squad, the Bants could
make a respectable run at the
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ular position. Minutes before she
announced the line-up, however,
Chase decided to give the team a
chance lo, prove themselves and
play all seven matches.
In the Penn match, both Kathy
Klein and Laura Higgs, numbers
two and three respectively, found
themselves outclassed on the court
by the Penn players. Both Klein
and Higgs sufferred 3-0 losses
against top-ranked collegiate
players.
Numbers four through seven
were Bantams wins, a testement
to the team's depth. Two of the
toughest matches were played and
won by seniors Lea Spruance and
Webby Burbank, playing num-
bers four and six. Spruance is back
after a foot injury and playing
very weli. Spruance lost the first
and third games, but came back
to win the fifth game quite deci-
sively, 15-3.
Burbank, was riding high after
her individual win at Yale. With a
great short game and accurate
rails, Burbank won the first two
games of the match 15-10, 15-11.
But her opponent came back to
win the third game 15-5 and the
fourth 16-13. Burbank bounced
back and took the Fifth and deci-
sive game.
"That's too scary," Burbank
said about the., closeness of the
match.
Freshman Icy Hanley defeated
her Penn opponent 3-1 in the most
decisive Trinity win of the night.
• The Bants' depth was shown by
the wins at four through seven.
For the women's squash team it
was a week of ups and downs.
They were unable to avenge last
year's 4-3 loss to Yale without
Castle. But the Bantams didn't let
that get them down: even without'
Castle,, the team defeated UPenn
which they were not able to do last
year. With Castle back in action,
the Bantams could easily cruise by
both Yale and Penn at the Howe
Cup this weekend where national
team rankings are determined.
Ducks Dropped By
Powerful Babson
Last Wednesday night the menV
swim team bussed up to Welles-
ley, Mass, to meet powerful Bab-
son College. With Chip Lake,
Adam Kimmick, Dave Mugford
and Greg Carter beached by the
flu, the seven remaining Bantam
swimmers fell 66-41. It was a spir-
ited show by the Ducks who won
five events, several impressively,
but who were simply outmanned.
Freshman flash Jim Loughlin
continued to be a bright spot for
the Ducks, winning three events.
He cruised to a win in his specialty
the 1000 freestyle with a solid
10:40.5 effort, narrowly missing
his own college record. He fol-
lowed later with an exciting come-
from-behind victory in the 500 FS,
and with Mugford out of the
lineup, stepped into the 200 breast
and notched his third win of the
evening.
Co-captain Rex Dyer registered
the other two Bantam firsts. He
nailed the 200 individual medley
with a 2:1.1.1 in a tight duel with
Babson ace Pete Kodzis, and pre-
dictably added the 100 back-
stroke.
Cameron Muir turned in a spar-
kling diving performance against
Babson's nationally ranked diver
Paul Cuneo, who was pushed to a
Babson college record to gain the
win;
Bob Anderson was touched out
in the 100 butterfly as was co-cap-
tain Timmy Raftis in the 50 FS.
Raftis also swam a strong 100 FS
only to be bested at the touch in a
49.1 effort.-
All in all the Ducks displayed
their grit with a competitive show-
ing. With the return of Lake etc.
to the lineup, they are hoping to
surprise the high flying Engineers
at WPI on Thursday night.
Ken Abere scores against WPI. Abere leads the men's basketball team in scoring. pj,oto by John shiftman
Conn Hands B-Ball 1st Loss
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a parade to the foui line. Conn
College converted enough of its 11
one-and-one situations over the
final five minutes to make the fi-
nal margin a comfortable 16
points.
Conn College dominated the
boards, outrebounding the Ban-
tams 48-28. Peter Dorfman, Conn
College's 6 '8" center, snared 14
rebounds and altered a number of
Trinity shots with his presence in-
side.
For the most part the Bantams
looked tight and struggled to get
the right shot on offense. The
pressure of a long winning streak
and a high national ranking may
have been too much for Trinity.
"After watching that game, I'm
not sure whether there wasn't
something working internally so
that every play was biggerthan it
should have been," speculated
Ogrodnik on the affects of an un-
defeated record.
Most certainly it was not Trini-
ty's day in New London.
The week began with another
easy home victory. Tuesday's vic-
tom was WPI. The Engineers sim-
ply had too little fire power for
Trinity. The'Bantams shot 62.5%
from the field and cruised to a 96-
76 victory. '




With the Winter Olympics kicking into action this week it is safe to
assume that a good deal of school work will be left undone. The result
will undoubtedly be a number of disappointing grades. As a public
service, the Tripod offers this sample letter to be sent home as an
explanation for academic failings.
Dear Mom, Dad, or domesticated pet,
I've just received my midterm grades and things did not go quite as
well as expected. Actually I found four U-notices in my mailbox last
Wednesday.
Now I know that this could hurt my chances of getting into law school
(or med school, if applicable), but there's a good reason for the poor
marks. Actually there are a number of good reasons.
Have you ever heard of luge? I hadn't until a few weeks ago, but it's
really neat. It's just like sledding and you remember how much I loved
to sled. I mean I could really identify.
And skiing. It's so beautiful watching those people flying over the
snow. And ABC does such a good job with the camera work. It would
be a real shame not to watch the skiing.
Ice hockey is an old favorite of mine, and anyways I couldn't risk
missing them win a gold medel. The day they beat the Russians in 1980
Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
is to our generation what JFK's assasination was to yours (you know,
where were you when...?) Just the possibility of a repeat made watching
the hockey absolutely necessary. No one will ask me where I was during
the Economics review session.
And all the rest was exciting even though I didn't understand much of
it. ' ' ' ' • ' ' - •--.
Don't worry about the grades; finals are much more important any-





In one of the most exciting
meets in recent Trinity wrestling
history, Joe Adam literally threw
a Williams 24-point comeback for
a reverse in the final match of the
day to give the Bantams a 26-24
home victory last Saturday.
The Bants had led 23-0 going
into the 158-pound class but
dropped the next two matches by
pins,.making the score 23-12; the
Ephmen would get 12 free points
at the end of the match via Trinity
forfeits in the two heaviest weight
classes.
All the pressure was on Adam
as he went into what was the final
match of the meet. In the first
period both wrestlers were ex-
tremely cautious and circled the
mat with arms and. heads inter-
locked: at the end each wrestler
received a penalty point for stall-
ing.
Adam started on top in the sec-
ond period but he let his Williams
opponent escape midway through
and trailed 2-1 after two periods.
Adam was on the bottom to,
start the final period as his oppo-
continued on page 13
Kerry Sullivan goes up for a shot during Trinity's 20-point win over WPI. photo by John Shiftman
Women's B-Ball Stands 4-7
Kathryn Gallant
Special to Tripod Sports
The women's basketball team
had a dissapointing week on the
court as they traveled to Mt. Hol-
yoke Tuesday night, Connecticut
College Saturday and met West-
ern Connecticut College in Ferris
Thursday night.
The Mt. Holyoke Lions man-
aged to beat Trinity 62-57.-Al-
though Trinity was on top through
most of the contest, (half-time
score: 26-25) Mt. Holyoke proved
to be too much for the Bants and
pulled it out in the last minutes of
the game. Despite the loss, soph-
omore Sheila Andrus played a
good game, putting in 17 points
for Trinity. Chris Lofgren with 16
points and Deb Priestley with 12
also made significant contribu-
tions to the Trinity effort.
Things got better in Ferris
Thursday night as the Lady Bants
beat New England ranked, Divi-
sion TI Western Connecticut 67-
64. Lofgren scored an impressive
28 points, and insured the win by
sinking two foul shots with three
seconds left on the clock. Trinity
did especially well in the foul shot
department, with 81% success.
Kathleen Soley, Karen Rodgers,
Sarah Mayo, and Sis Van Cleve
all played well, scoring 33 points
total.
Saturday's game against Con-
necticut College was a study in
frustration, as Trinity lost 61-37.
Team manager Linda Letourneau
commented, '.'Nothing went in the
hoop for us; it was amazing."
The question remaining now is
whether the women's basketball
team, 1983 NIAC champions, can
turn their 4-7 season record into a
winning season.. As one player
noted, "We were NIAC cham-
pions, and now we may not even
get the chance to defend our ti-
tle." ,
Laurentino Carries
Hockey Past Fair field
Tom Waxier (on top) breaksdown his opponent during Trinity's win over Williams photo by Scott Pooie
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kept Trin close but the Bants hit
a lot of posts and failed to cash in
on their scoring chances, espe-
cially in the first period. . •
"The game was played with a
lot of intensity and both teams -
backchecked like crazy out there,"
said Dunham. "For a middle-of-
the week road game in Boston at
5:00 p.m.,. we played very well. It
was just a hard-fought game."
After going unbeaten over a six
game rbad trip, the Bants had now
lost two tough games, in a row,
dropping their record to 7-5-1. It
won't get any easier either; the
Bants lost their number one
goalie, Art Fitzgerald, for the re-
mainder of the season. Fitzgerald
broke his-arm in the 7-4 loss to
UConn. Nevertheless, Dunham
. remains confident that Lauren-
tino will do the job.
"Goaltending isn't our prob-
lem, Vinnie's capable of doing the
job and he had his best game of
the year against Bently."
However, Laurentino topped
his performance against Bently
with a 43 save effort in Trinity's
victory over Fairfield on Saturday
night. Vern Meyer had a hat trick
and the Bantams, outshot 44-27,
came away with a 5-1 win.






The women's squash team
proved that they have what it takes
to come back after a loss and re-
bound for a tough match just two
days later. After suffering a dis-
appointing 5-2 loss to Yale
Wednesday night, the Bantams
got pumped up and beat the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania 4-3 here
at Trinity on Friday night.
A large, cheering crowd in-
creased the tension as the Penn
match came down to the last
match. Senior Sue Greene pulled
out a victory over her Penn, op-1
ponent, 15-13 in the fourth game.
"Sue's playing a tougher brand
of squash than she has so far this
season," commented coach Becky
Chase. Maybe it was her new
graphite racket, but Greene really
did play a great match.
As did the other Trinity players.
Number pne player Nina Porter
"played better than I've ever seen.
her play," said her father after the
first game of her match. In the
first game tiebreaker, Porter
squeaked out a 3-2 win. She lost
the next three games, but consid-
ering that her opponent was Alicia
McConnell, "the best women's
player in the world" said Porter,
Porter's performance was excel-
lent.
McConnell's build is amazon-
like, projecting an intimidating
presence on the court. She does
everything well: she hits the ball
as hard as any man, she is amaz-
ingly quick, and her racket con-
trol is great.
However, it's easier to com-
ment on what McConnell does
poorly-lose. After losing several
points in a row to Porter in the
fourth game, McConnell turned
to the extremely rowdy Trinity
crowd and yelled "can't I get any
applause before it's over?" while
prominently displaying her middle
finger in disapproval.
Added prestige is due to the
Bantams for their win over Penn
without number two player Kat
Castle, Recovering from a head
concussion, Castle was unable to
1 compete agianst either Yale or
Penn. Fearing a repeat perform-
ance of the Yale match, Chase al-
most forfeited the number two
position against Penn in order to
move everyone down to their reg-
continued on page 14
Women's Swimming
Whips Southern Conn
The women's swim team made
a bit of Trinity athletic history
Saturday when they took the
measure of Southern Connecticut
State 73-39. By notching their 17th
consecutive victory the Chicks tied
the college record for the longest
winning streak in any sport.
Although the team was tired
and stiff from a week of extremely
heavy work, they simply had too
many guns for the spunky Owls in
New Haven, winning ten out of
the 13 events. Double winners
were Barbie Brennan (1000 and
500 freestyle), Lulu Cass (200 free,
100 fly), and Dea Fredrick (50 and
100 free). Debbie Cronin won the
100 breast and Fredrick, Cronin,
Cass, and Laura Gill grabbing the
400 medley relay, and Gill, Cass,
Brennan, and Fredrick closed the
show with a win in the final 200
FS relay.
Other point getters for the
Chicks included frestyler Liz
Brennan, backstrokers Susie Cu-
tler and Cary Lyford, knd IMer
Chris Sanden.
One of the highlights of the
meet was a sparkling diving duel
between Trin's Mel Foy and SCSU
standout Maureen Pyrch, sister of
the Yale diving coach. Pyrch came
out on top by the narrowest of
margins, but both athletes were
razor sharp and drew repeated
bursts of applause.
. The Chicks will be showing their
wares at home this week meeting
the Cougars of Clark tonight at
7;00p.m. and then hosting a
strong Conn College contingent
Saturday afternoon at 2:00p.m.
Nina Porter (right) warms up for her match with top ranked Alicia McConnell. McConnell won in four
games.
Men's B-Ball Falls To Conn
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
Trinity's undefeated men's bas-
ketball team walked headlong into
an ambush Saturday at Connecti-
cut College's Crozier-Williams
Activities Center. A fired-up
Camels basketball team avenged
an-early loss at th<} hands-of the
Bantams and ended Trinity's 13
game winning streak with a re-
sounding 72-56 win.
"We certainly didn't execute
well," commented Trinity coach
Stan Ogrodnik. "In the first half
we were ragged. Everytime we
made a key mistake we paid for
it. We just weren't as sharp as we
have to be."
The ragged play-highlighted by
10 of 28 shooting from the field-
left Trinity behind by six points,
27-21, at the break. The Camels
then moved to a 45-35 lead with
8:32 remaining. At this point, the
Bantams made their only run of
the game.
Ken Abere scored on an offen-
sive rebound and added a free
throw to cut the margin to seven.
Bill Pfohl sank another freg,
throw, and after Conn's David
Ben jack scored on a tip in, Mike
Donovan scored four straight
points make the score 47-43 with
7:34 to go.
However, the Camels, who shot
an amazing 46 second-half free
throws, began to take advantage
of their trips to the foul line.
Brennan Glasgow and Kevin
McGann hit six straight free
throws over thfc n&xttwo'mirfiitfes.-..
while Abere, King, and Bates each
missed from the field for Trinity
and the hosts led 53-43 with 5:08,'-"'
remaining.
The remainder of the game was
continued on page 14
Barry Wins 1OOO At Yale
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Writer
The men-'s indoor track team
traveled this past Saturday to Yale
University to compete in the Con-
necticut Intercollegiate Track
Championship. In the face of
tough Division I competition from
Yale, UConn, and Southern Con-
necticut it was hard for the Ban-
tams to come up with many
points, yet several fine perform-
ances were turned in as the Ban-
tams finished in seventh place
overall with 21 1/2 points.
The most impressive perform-
ance of the day was, turned in by
junior Dave Barry in the 1000-me-
ter run. With one lap remaining
in the race Barry, in third at the
time, took the lead and kicked to
the finish line in meet record time
of 2:26.16, more than two seconds
ahead of second place Elarde of
Yale. Barry's last lap, which he
ran in about 28 seconds, demon-
strated both his fine kick and his
ability to run against the best Di-
vision I runners in Connecticut.
In the 55-meter dash sopho-
more Femi Obi showed his sprint-
ing prowess against the fine
sprinters from Yale and Southern.
Obi cruised through the prelimi-
naries and the semi-final heats,
before finishing fourth in a time
of 6.63 seconds.
Junior Matt Harthun vaulted
13-0 to gain sixth place in the pole
continued on page 13
Hockey Shut Down By
Bently; Beats Fairfield
Art Fitzgerald defiecls a shol over the net. Fitzgerald is now out for the season with a broken arm.
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Writer
In hockey, all the defense in the
world won't help you unless your
team can put the puck in the net.
When you're on the road and your
team's biggest weakness js scoring
the last thing you want to face is
a hot goalie. That's exactly the
situation the Bantams faced in last
• Wednesday's game against Bently.
"We're not a big scoring team,
so when we go up against' a team
with a great goalie, we can be
beaten," remarked Bant head
coach John Dunham.
Bently's senior goalie Barret
Davidson fit that bill to a tee.
Davidson is generally regarded as
the best goalie in the league,
nudging out Wesleyar.'s Dave
Blaner, who stopped 53 shots in
beating Trin'earlier in the year.
Davidson, who has not lost to
Trinity in his four-year career,
faced 32 shots, but received some
help from the posts as well.
Trinity outshot Bently 15-6 in
the first period but could only
muster one goal from Mike Sload
for its efforts. Sload's eighth of
the season tied it at 1-1 before
Bently scored the game-winner to-
wards the end of the first period.
Despite the low score, the game
was anything but dull. Vinnie
Laurentino faced 38 shots, and
continued on page 15
